
Victory Gamers and Your Hobby Place Alexandria 
 “Heresy for Charity” 

 
TABLE 1:  30k Zone Mortalis: The GW Baltimore Games Day Board 
 
Play a game of Zone Mortalis on the board that was designed by Games Workshop in 
2006 for use as a Games Day narrative board.  It was donated to NOCF in 2019 and 
has been released to Victory Gamers for use.  It is an enormous 6’ x4’ space ship 
interior, made of wood and foam board with tons of detail.  Would be great for playing 
a game using the Zone Mortalis rules for the new edition of 30k, which includes the 
Zone Mortalis Mission “Force the Breach” and which are contained in White Dwarf 
Issue 477. (Event organizer can provide a copy of the White Dwarf Zone Mortalis 
rules and mission for use at this event, if requested.) 
 

 
 
  



  
TABLE 2: 30k Battle For Prospero Board 
 
This table sets the stage for scenes from one of the greatest dramas of the Horus 
Heresy: the Battle of Prospero.  It is a 6’x4’ three-piece wooden board with modular 
terrain to evoke the setting of Tizca, the Capital City of Prospero. Spend an afternoon 
fighting a battle among the Space Wolves and Thousand Son, and even invite special 
guests like the Adeptus Custodes and Sisters of Silence. 
 

 
 
 
TABLE 3: 30k Ice World Skirmish Board 
 
Communications have been lost with a worker encampment on an ice world.  It is 
presumed all inhabitants have met their end.  It is not clear who caused the deaths of 
the inhabitants, or why, but two rival space marine forces have been sent to scout 
the area and retrieve objects of value.   
 



This is a smaller board – 60” x 30” – than normally used, so would be perfect for 
skirmish-sized forces.  It is suggested that the battle be fought solely with infantry 
and bike units, leaving heavy armor at home.  This represents the tight confines of 
the board and the nature of the scout forces being sent to investigate. The 60”x30” 
board consists of a three-piece wooden board with foam walls and ceramic tile pieces.  
The buildings are all MDF and modular, presenting a large number of possible set up 
option. 
 

 
 



TABLE 4: 30k “Tanksgiving” Urban Battle 
 
Table 4 is the exact opposite of Table 3.  Table 4 is set up for a battle of heavy 
weapons and tanks. It is an urban environment, using painted plastic tiles from 
Secret Weapon. The total board size is 6’x4’ and will come with a range of plastic 
buildings from Games Workshop and Mantic for scenery (only a couple select pieces 
are pictured here; more will be provided). This leaves plenty of room for the big units! 
 

  

 



 
 
TABLE 5:  Adeptus Titanicus - Escape from New York 
 
This table uses scenery designed for use in Dropzone Commader to create a scene for 
an urban street fight of titans.  The buildings are evocative of mid-century New York 
City and provide plenty of options for either dense urban fighting or more open 
terrain.  You can decide how tight you want the battlefield confines to be, either to 
encourage or discourage the use of the biggest war machines.  The table is 4’x4’ and 
uses a mat from TableWar and MDF buildings from TT Combat. 
 

 
 
TABLE 6: Adeptus Titanicus - Desert Manufacturing Zone 
 
Like Table 5, this table using terrain designed for Dropzone Commander to create a 
thematic wasteland manufacturing battlefield.  The buildings offer a range of modular 
set ups, and many of the buildings include LED lights for extra visual effect.  You can 



decide how tight you want the battlefield confines to be, either to encourage or 
discourage the use of the biggest war machines.  The table is 4’x4’ and uses a mat 
from TableWar and MDF buildings from TT Combat.  
 

 


